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Grade K Reading/Literature (Master)

Essential Questions Content Skills
Fall Comprehension & Fluency

 How do readers understand the broad range
of reading materials and genres?

How does organized story structure
(beginning, middle, end) lead to
understanding?

How do readers apply reading strategies to
improve understanding and fluency?

Decoding and Vocabulary
 What is the relationship between oral and
written language?

How do readers apply word structure analysis
and vocabulary skills to comprehend
selections?

Reading Behaviors
 How do students become active and engaged
readers?

Comprehension
 A. Listening Comprehension Strategies

B. Reading Comprehension Strategies

Vocabulary
 C. Reading Terminology

Decoding
 D. Phonemic Awareness
 - rhyming

E. Word Analysis/Phonics

Reading Behaviors
 F. Reading Attitudes

A. Listen and develop a sense of story
 A. Set purposes for reading
 A. Activate prior knowledge
 A. Begin to infer from prior knowledge and text
 A. Make connections with text based on personal
experience and knowledge
 A. Make predictions about events or outcomes

B. Use pictures to form meaning

C. Identify parts of a book
 - front cover
 - back cover
 - title

D. Listen to rhyming elements of words and phrases

E. Develop upper case letter knowledge

F. Identify favorite stories
 F. Demonstrate an active interest in reading

Comprehension & Fluency
 How do readers understand the broad range
of reading materials and genres?

How does organized story structure
(beginning, middle, end) lead to
understanding?

How do readers apply reading strategies to
improve understanding and fluency?

Decoding and Vocabulary
 What is the relationship between oral and
written language?

How do readers apply word structure analysis
and vocabulary skills to comprehend
selections?

Reading Behaviors
 How do students become active and engaged
readers?

Comprehension
 A. Listening Comprehension Strategies
 B. Reading Comprehension Strategies

Fluency
 C. Letter Naming
 D. Sight Words

Vocabulary
 E. Reading Terminology

Decoding
 F. Concept of Print
 G. Phonemic Awareness
 - rhyming
 - phonemes

Skills taught in previous month should be reinforced as
needed.

A. Sequence events of a story

B. Retell stories

C. Demonstrate one-to-one matching

D. Recognize environmental signs and symbols

E. Develop a listening vocabulary

F. Link oral language to written language
 F. Recognize environmental signs and symbols

G. Identify rhyming elements of words and phrases
 G. Create rhyming words
 G. Isolate beginning phonemes (big /b/)

H. Listen and become aware of language patterns
 H. Name upper and lower case letters
 H. Develop sound-letter correspondence
 H. Match sounds with letters in words for beginning
consonants

I. Use free time to browse and read independently
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Essential Questions Content Skills
Reading Behaviors
 How do students become active and engaged
readers?

H. Word Analysis/Phonics

Reading Behaviors
 I. Reading Attitudes

Literature Genres
 J. Counting Books

K. Concept Books

L. Pattern/Predictable Stories

M. Exposure to literature strands
 - folktales/fairy tales
 - classics
 - free verse
 - structured verse

H. Listen and become aware of language patterns
 H. Name upper and lower case letters
 H. Develop sound-letter correspondence
 H. Match sounds with letters in words for beginning
consonants

I. Use free time to browse and read independently
 I. Choose books of personal interest

J. Identify number concepts throughout story line

K. Gather information about a particular topic. (Colors,
shapes, etc.)

L. Identify repeated words, numbers, or concepts

M. Explore literature

Comprehension & Fluency
 How do readers understand the broad range
of reading materials and genres?

How does organized story structure
(beginning, middle, end) lead to
understanding?

How do readers apply reading strategies to
improve understanding and fluency?

Decoding and Vocabulary
 What is the relationship between oral and
written language?

How do readers apply word structure analysis
and vocabulary skills to comprehend
selections?

Reading Behaviors
 How do students become active and engaged
readers?

Comprehension
 A. Listening Comprehension Strategies

B. Reading Comprehension Strategies

Fluency
 C. Letter Naming
 D. Sight Words

Vocabulary
 E. Reading Terminology

Decoding
 F. Concept of Print

G. Phonemic Awareness
 - rhyming
 - syllables
 - phonemes

H. Word Analysis/Phonics

Reading Behaviors
 I. Reading Attitudes

Literature Genres
 J. Pattern/Predictable Stories

Skills taught in previous months should be reinforced
as needed.

A. Retell stories incorporating story element
     - beginning, middle, end
     - character(s)
 A. Ask questions to confirm understanding

B &C--Please see previous months for skills to reinforce

D. Recognize some high frequency/sight words

E. Incorporate story element terminology into listening
vocabulary
 - character
 E. Identify parts of a book
 - author
 - illustrator

F. Understand directionality of print (L-R/T-B)

G. Segment syllables
 G. Blend syllables

H--Please see previous months for skills to reinforce

I. Choose to use the reading, writing, and listening centers
during independent activity time

J. Repeat pattern words, phrases, etc.
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H. Word Analysis/Phonics

Reading Behaviors
 I. Reading Attitudes

Literature Genres
 J. Pattern/Predictable Stories

K. Exposure to literature strands
 - folktales/fairy tales
 - classics
 - free verse
 - structured verse

H--Please see previous months for skills to reinforce

I. Choose to use the reading, writing, and listening centers
during independent activity time

J. Repeat pattern words, phrases, etc.

K. Explore literature

Winter Comprehension & Fluency
 How do readers understand the broad range
of reading materials and genres?

How does organized story structure
(beginning, middle, end) lead to
understanding?

How do readers apply reading strategies to
improve understanding and fluency?

Decoding and Vocabulary
 What is the relationship between oral and
written language?

How do readers apply word structure analysis
and vocabulary skills to comprehend
selections?

Reading Behaviors
 How do students become active and engaged
readers?

Comprehension
 A. Listening Comprehension Strategies
 B. Reading Comprehension Strategies

Fluency
 C. Letter naming
 D. Sight Words

Vocabulary
 E. Reading Terminology

Decoding
 F. Concept of Print

G. Phonemic Awareness
 - rhyming
 - syllables
 - phonemes

H. Word Analysis/Phonics

Reading Behaviors
 I. Reading Attitudes

Literature Genres
 J. Counting Books

K. Concept Books

L. Exposure to literature strands
 - folktales/fairy tales
 - classics
 - free verse
 - structured verse

Skills taught in previous months should be reinforced
as needed.

A. Retell stories incorporating story element
     - setting
 A. Compare stories to express a preference
 A. Visualize story elements

B, C, and D--Please see previous months for skills to
reinforce

E. Incorporate story element terminology into listening
vocabulary
 - setting
 E. Incorporate new words into oral language

F--Please see previous months for skills to reinforce

G. Substitute beginning phoneme (Replace the first sound
in man with /k/...can)

H. Please see previous months for skills to reinforce

I. Share personal responses to books with other students
in a variety of ways

J--Please see previous months for skills to reinforce

K. Gather information about a particular topic (colors,
shapes, etc.)

L. Explore literature
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K. Concept Books

L. Exposure to literature strands
 - folktales/fairy tales
 - classics
 - free verse
 - structured verse

shapes, etc.)

L. Explore literature

Comprehension & Fluency
 How do readers understand the broad range
of reading materials and genres?

How does organized story structure
(beginning, middle, end) lead to
understanding?

How do readers apply reading strategies to
improve understanding and fluency?

Decoding and Vocabulary
 What is the relationship between oral and
written language?

How do readers apply word structure analysis
and vocabulary skills to comprehend
selections?

Reading Behaviors
 How do students become active and engaged
readers?

Comprehension
 A. Listening Comprehension Strategies
 B. Reading Comprehension Strategies

Fluency
 C. Letter naming
 D. Sight Words

Vocabulary
 E. Reading Terminology

Decoding
 F. Concept of Print
 G. Phonemic Awareness
     - rhyming
     - syllables
     - phonemes
 H. Word Analysis/Phonics

Reading Behaviors
 I. Reading Attitudes

Literature Genres
 J. Counting Books
 K. Concept Books
 L. Exposure to literature strands
     - folktales/fairy tales
     - classics
     - free verse
     - structured verse

Skills taught in previous months should be reinforced
as needed.

A, B, C, D, E--Please see previous months for skills to
reinforce

F. Recognize some high frequency/sight words
automatically

G. Isolate ending phonemes (big /g/)

H. Match upper and lower case letters
 H. Match sounds with letters in words for ending
consonants

I, J, K, L--Please see previous months for skills to
reinforce

Comprehension & Fluency
 How do readers understand the broad range
of reading materials and genres?

How does organized story structure
(beginning, middle, end) lead to
understanding?

How do readers apply reading strategies to
improve understanding and fluency?

Decoding and Vocabulary

Comprehension
 A. Listening Comprehension Strategies
 B. Reading Comprehension Strategies

Fluency
 C. Letter Naming
 D. Sight Words

Vocabulary
 E. Reading Terminology

Decoding

Skills taught in previous months should be reinforced
as needed.

A, B, C, D, E, F--Please see previous months for skills to
reinforce

G. Blend phonemes into a complete word (/b/ /i/ /g/...big)
 G. Segment word by phonemes
 (big... /b/ /i/ /g/)
 G. Substitute beginning phoneme (Replace the first
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How does organized story structure
(beginning, middle, end) lead to
understanding?

How do readers apply reading strategies to
improve understanding and fluency?

Decoding and Vocabulary
 What is the relationship between oral and
written language?

How do readers apply word structure analysis
and vocabulary skills to comprehend
selections?

Reading Behaviors
 How do students become active and engaged
readers?

Fluency
 C. Letter Naming
 D. Sight Words

Vocabulary
 E. Reading Terminology

Decoding
 F. Concept of Print
 G. Phonemic Awareness
     - rhyming
     - syllables
     - phonemes
 H. Word Analysis/Phonics

Reading Behaviors
 I. Reading Attitudes

Literature Genres
 J. Concept Books
 K. Exposure to literature strands
     - folktales/fairy tales
     - classics
     - free verse
     - structured verse

A, B, C, D, E, F--Please see previous months for skills to
reinforce

G. Blend phonemes into a complete word (/b/ /i/ /g/...big)
 G. Segment word by phonemes
 (big... /b/ /i/ /g/)
 G. Substitute beginning phoneme (Replace the first
sound in man with /k/...can)

H, I, J, K--Please see previous months for skills to
reinforce

Spring Comprehension & Fluency
 How do readers understand the broad range
of reading materials and genres?

How does organized story structure
(beginning, middle, end) lead to
understanding?

How do readers apply reading strategies to
improve understanding and fluency?

Decoding and Vocabulary
 What is the relationship between oral and
written language?

How do readers apply word structure analysis
and vocabulary skills to comprehend
selections?

Reading Behaviors
 How do students become active and engaged
readers?

Comprehension
 A. Listening Comprehension Strategies
 B. Reading Comprehension Strategies

Fluency
 C. Letter Naming
 D. Sight Words

Vocabulary
 E. Reading Terminology

Decoding
 F. Concept of Print
 G. Phonemic Awareness
     - rhyming
     - syllables
     - phonemes
 H. Word Analysis/Phonics

Reading Behaviors
 I. Reading Attitude

Literature Genres
 J. Concept Books
 K. Exposure to literature strands
     - folktales/fairy tales

Skills taught in previous months should be reinforced
as needed.

A. Note differences between story and informational
books
 A. Recognize facts that support the main topic

B. Gather information from illustrations, timelines,
charts, maps, and diagrams

C, D, E, F, G --Please see previous months for skills to
reinforce

H. Categorize words by word families

I, J, K--Please see previous months for skills to reinforce
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Reading Behaviors
 How do students become active and engaged
readers?

Reading Behaviors
 I. Reading Attitude

Literature Genres
 J. Concept Books
 K. Exposure to literature strands
     - folktales/fairy tales
     - classics
     - free verse
     - structured verse

Comprehension & Fluency
 How do readers understand the broad range
of reading materials and genres?

How does organized story structure
(beginning, middle, end) lead to
understanding?

How do readers apply reading strategies to
improve understanding and fluency?

Decoding and Vocabulary
 What is the relationship between oral and
written language?

How do readers apply word structure analysis
and vocabulary skills to comprehend
selections?

Reading Behaviors
 How do students become active and engaged
readers?

Comprehension
 A. Listening Comprehension Strategies
 B. Reading Comprehension Strategies

Fluency
 C. Letter Naming
 D. Sight Words

Vocabulary
 E. Reading Terminology

Decoding
 F. Concept of Print
 G. Phonemic Awareness
     - rhyming
     - syllables
     - phonemes
 H. Word Analysis/Phonics

Reading Behaviors
 I. Reading Attitudes

Literature Genres
 J. Poetry
     - free verse
     - structured verse
 K. Concept Books
 L. Exposure to literature strands
     - folktales/fairy tales
     - classics
     - free verse
     - structured verse

Skills taught in previous months should be reinforced
as needed.

A, B, C, D, E, F--Please see previous months for skills to
reinforce

G. Delete beginning phoneme
 (/s/un...un)

H. Associate sounds with letters in words for short vowels
 H. List words using knowledge of onsets and rhymes

I. Expand knowledge and appreciation of other cultures

J. Identify rhyme in poetry
 J. Identify alliteration in poetry
 J. Identify humor in poetry

K. Gather information about a particular topic (colors,
shapes, etc.)

L. Explore literature
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Essential Questions Content Skills
Comprehension & Fluency
 How do readers understand the broad range
of reading materials and genres?

How does organized story structure
(beginning, middle, end) lead to
understanding?

How do readers apply reading strategies to
improve understanding and fluency?

Decoding and Vocabulary
 What is the relationship between oral and
written language?

How do readers apply word structure analysis
and vocabulary skills to comprehend
selections?

Reading Behaviors
 How do students become active and engaged
readers?

Comprehension
 A. Listening Comprehension Strategies
 B. Reading Comprehension Strategies

Fluency
 C. Letter Naming
 D. Sight Words

Vocabulary
 E. Reading Terminology

Decoding
 F. Concept of Print
 G. Phonemic Awareness
     - rhyming
     - syllables
     - phonemes
 H. Word Analysis/Phonics

Reading Behaviors
 I. Reading Attitudes

Literature Genres
 J. Concept Books
 K. Exposure to literature strands
     - folktales/fairy tales
     - classics
     - free verse
     - structured verse

Skills taught in previous months should be reinforced
as needed.

A, B, C, D, E, F--Please see previous months for skills to
reinforce

G. Delete first phoneme in a consonant blend (Say clap
without /k/...lap)

H. Associate sounds with letters in words for long vowels

I, J, K--Please see previous months for skills to reinforce


